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Voice activated door is a voice input environment control unit for use by
individual. The system operates in response to voice command by converting the
sound input energy into electrical energy. This voice activated door opens when the
user gave command, "Open" through the speech recognition and it closes
automatically as theuserpasses bythe door by stepping on the touch plate (i.e. enters
the room). The objective of the project is to help disable person enters a room, place
or area with ease. This system also can provide a security system for entrance for
some area, by using different command password for each user. Thus, only
authorized person can enter the area. The designed voice activated door system
consists of 3 mains parts which are speech recognition for recognizing the input
sound, DC motor control circuit attach with the rack and pinion gear system to
control the door operation (close /open) and touch sensor as an object detection to
detect an object that enters the room, which then automatically closes the door. For
better operation of the system, electric strike and cylindrical locks are used for
locking system purpose, with fail secure mode. Fail secure mode will leave the door
lock if power failure occurs. This willavoid from unauthorized userto come inwhich
obeys the security objective. The voice activated door system produced is low in
cost, simple and capable in helping the disable people as well as enhances the
security system.
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1.1 Background of Study
Voice activated door is a voice input environment control unit for use by
individual. The system contains, voice/speech recognition, open/close door circuitry,
and door sensor (i.e. object detection sensor). The voice/speech recognition will be
the main interface for the system design. Speech/voice recognition will be able to
identify the person command/ words. Itis a process ofconverting an acoustic signal,
captured by amicrophone or telephone to set ofwords. The recognized words can be
the final results, for such applications as commands and control, data entry, and
document preparation.
The speech recognition system commonly used in voice activated system
door inthe market is isolated-word speech recognition system. It requires the sound
pause briefly between words. The isolated words are easy to differentiate and
recognize than continuous speech. Thus, it give more precise output to the system in
recognizing the speech and can achieve high performance in controlling the condition
of the voice activated door system.
Present voice activated door system, uses the door opener for open/close
door operation. The voice/speech recognition system is attached to the main control
circuit, which mostly consists ofmotor and door movement mechanism to control the
door operation. Programmed microcontroller is being used to control the whole
system operation. For automatic closing, object detection is use. Once it senses an
object passing by, the circuit will produce different voltage output and transmit a
signal to the receiver which then activates the door circuitry to close the door
automatically. Refer to Appendix Afor flowchart ofthe voice activated door system.
As security purpose, another identification sensor, like fingerprint
identification is use to enter higher security level area, instead of using different
password for thespeech recognition.
1.2 Problem Statement
Handicapped people often experience difficulty in opening door especially swing
door type. Thus, this project was designed to help this people to live their life with
ease. Avoiding such difficulties to open the door they just need to give specific
command, (i.e. "Open") then the door will open and close automatically once they
enter the room.
Besides that, it also can be implemented for security system purpose. Using the
speech recognition, different command can be recorded for different person hence
can be used as a password for the person to enter the area that need high level
security system. Thus, this can avoid unauthorized person to enter the area as well as
avoiding any break-inor burglary.
1.3 Objectives
The project objective is to assist disable people and who's having difficulties in
opening door. Also, to enhance the security system level present by using the
voice/speech recognition as the heart ofthe voice activated door for house or office.
For industrial, security system of warehouse cans also being protected by using
password to enter the area.
1.4 Scope of Study
The scope of this project was more on the speech recognition system
understanding and implementation in the voice activated door system design.
Basically, the study focuses on how to connect the speech recognition to the door
control operation circuitry as well as the object detection system. The cost, time
frame and the applicability of the system were given priority while designing the
system. The project was accomplished within one year.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Voice Activated Door
Several voice activated system already exist in this high technology era There
are voice activated switch, voice activated remote control, voice activated dial phone
as well as voice activated door. But, mostly the voice activated present was not
precise enough in distinguishing the noise from environment and words command.
Thus, this project will be stressed on those parts. From the research done, literature
reviews related to the project were found from previous projects, journals and article,
which can be theguidelines in accomplishing this project.
According to Lisa Torvik's project, the Voice Activated Door Opener was
designed for a quadriplegic to open the garage door without assistance. "This project
is designed to use speech recognition ofone word. The activating word that is chosen
is "up". The frequency spectrum of "up" was captured on a soundboard and is the
basis of this design. Filters are used to pick out three frequency bands in this
spectrum. The output signals from these filters are then compared to three threshold
voltages using voltage comparators. Ifthe output signals from the filters are above the
threshold voltages, the comparators go high. Monostable multivibrators are used on
the output ofthe comparators to lengthen the high pulses. When all ofthe pulses from
the monostable multivibrators are high at the same time, an AND gate output goes
high. This high pulse activates the door opener. This device permits a physically
disabled individual, without outside assistance, to gain access to a garage by using a
simple voice command." [1]
Another project which has similar topic was Soni-Key Controlled Door
Lock. The project was sponsored by National Science Foundation, in effort have
student engineers at universities throughout US to design and construct devices for
persons with disabilities. Once the project is completed, it is given to those disabled
persons as a gift to improve their life. The project was specially designed for people
who have difficulty inopening a locked door because of their disabilities. It is voice
activated door lock and opener, with additional attachment of fingerprint
identification for security system.
There arefive main components inthe Soni-Key Door lock. A central control
unit is located inside the housenearthe dooroperated bythe Soni-Key. Microphones
for voice actuation are located near the controlled door on the inside and outside the
house. A fingerprint scanner is mounted on the wall outside to provide for extra
security. An electronic door lock mechanism is mounted inside the door, and an
automatic door opener is mounted on the top of the door. A Voice-Direct chip is
utilized for voice recognition. The Little G (BL1600) microcontroller from Z-World
controls the Soni-Key. The Central Control Unit process the speech signal, controls
the lock open and door opener and provides a recharging circuit for the batteries that
control the device.
The Soni-Key has four command operations: Lock, Unlock, Open and Close.
The system operates as the person speaks a code word into the microphone. These
microphones have range of approximately twenty feet. The speech pattern will be
recognized by a microcontroller, Voice-Direct chip. However, if the voice
communication is from outside, fingerprint recognition is required. If the fingerprint
is recognized, the microcontroller will send signal to the central control unit which in
turn sends anelectromagnetic signal to the door latch and opens to allow the user to
enter. The door still can be accessed and opened using the original key or open
manually. [2]
2.2 Voice /Speech Recognition
In the near future, speech recognition will become the method of choice
for controlling appliances, toys, tools, computers and robotics. There is a huge
commercial market just waiting for this technology to mature. To control and
command an appliance (computer, VCR, TV security system, etc.) by speaking
to it, will make it easier to use, while increasing the efficiency and effectiveness
of working with that device. At the most basic level, speech recognition allows
the user to perform parallel tasks, (i.e. hands and eyes are busy elsewhere) while
continuing to work with the computer or appliance.
By referring to the Build a Speech Recognition Circuit Article; "This circuit
allows one to experiment with many facets of speech recognition technology. The
heart of the circuit is the HM2007 speech recognition integrated circuit. The chip
provides the options of recognizing either the .96 second word length (40 word
vocabulary) or the 1.92 second word length (20 word vocabulary). For memory the
circuit uses an 8K X 8 static RAM. The chip has two operational modes; manual
mode and CPU mode." [3].
As for the research done from internet, another system of voice /speech
recognition was found. It was Voice Direct 364 Kits. Voice Direct™ 364 Speech
Recognition Kit is a low-cost kit designed to easily enable hands free speech
recognition capability of consumer electronics. It can be used to voice-activate all
types of ordinary consumer electronics like set top boxes, microwaves, cars, remote
controls, garage door openers, alarm clocks, telephones, lights, internet appliances
and many other types ofelectronic products. Voice Direct™ 364 features:
S continuous listening technology that allows a device to be switched
onor offwith just thesound of one key word or short phrase.
S works by using one key word or phrase to turn the speech recognizer
on.
/ employs speaker-dependent (user trained) speech recognition
technology to recognize up to 60 words or phrases (15 as a stand
alonemodule) lastingup to 2.5 seconds each.
S prompts are available in English and German, although the
technology works in any language.
S can be configured to usethree continuous listening key words or
phrases, each with up to five speaker-dependent sub-commands.
The Voice Direct™ 364Kitis powered by Sensory's Voice Direct™ 364 speech
recognition processor, designed for consumer telephony products and cost-sensitive
consumer electronic applications. The Voice Direct™ 364 Kit is software
compatible with the original Voice Direct™ kit, allowing past customers to simply
replace the old module with the newer one to enable hands free usage. Running
Sensory Speech™ 5.0 Technology, the latest generation offers improved recognition
accuracy, faster response times, and improved noise immunity.
TheVoice Direct™ 364 Speech Recognition Kit comes complete with almost
everything necessary to apply speech recognition tocommon electronic devices. The
kit includes the assembled Voice Direct™ 364 module,
• a microphone element
* speaker
• 4 micro switches
• passive component selection to configure the module
• quick setup guide.
The Voice Direct™ 364 works in an easy to use standalone pin configurable
mode, but also supports slave mode operation for increased programmability and
features, Sensory's Voice Direct™ 364 product line also includes speech processor
ICs and modules. The Voice Direct™ 364 Speech Recognition Kit retails for $49.95.
[4]
2.3 Door Control Circuit
As for door control circuit, several circuits are suitable to use to close / open
the door was found. The type of door use is the automatic door which will open
automatically once switch is ON when the door locked is released. The door will
then be closed and locked automatically by the electrical or mechanical part
construction of the door. An example for mechanical is by using spring tension
attached at the door and or electrical, by using switch thatwill trigger once it detects
that a person enters the area. Most of the automatic door can be operated manually














Figure 1 DC motorreversing circuit.
Figure 1 show, DC (Direct Current) [5] motor reversing circuit that can control the
DC motor rotation. Relays control forward, stop and reverse action, and the motor
cannotbe switched from forward to reverseunlessthe stop switchis pressedfirst.
The circuit operates, when the forward button is pressed and released the
motor will run continuously in one direction. The Stop button must beused before
pressing the reverse button. The reverse button will cause the motor to run
continuously in the opposite direction, oruntil the stop button is used.
2.3.1 Locking system
The door circuit also is attached with door locked, for security purpose.
Several device and circuit design can be used for locking system. The two most
suitable designs are by using the electromagnetic lock and electric strike attached to
the latch or doorknob.
Magnetic switch
A magnetic lock is a simple locking device that consists of an electromagnet
and armature plate. By attaching the electromagnet to the door frame and the
armature plate to the door, a current passing through the electromagnet attracts the
armature plate holding the door shut. Unlike anelectric strike a magnetic lock has no
interconnecting parts and is therefore not suitable for high security applications
because it is possible to bypass the lock by disrupting the power supply.
Nevertheless, the strength of today's magnetic locks compare well with conventional
door locks and cost less than conventional light bulbs to operate.
The magnetic lock relies upon some of the basic concepts of
electromagnetism. Essentially it consists of an electromagnet attracting a conductor
with a force sufficiently large enough to prevent the door from being opened. Inmore
detailed examination, the device makes use of the fact that a current flowing through
one or more loops of wire (known as a solenoid) produces a magnetic field. This
works in free space, but if the solenoid is wrapped around a ferromagnetic core such
as soft iron the effect of the field is greatly amplified. This is because the internal
magnetic domains of the material align with each other to greatly enhance the
magnetic flux density. [6]
Electric Strike
An electric strike is an access control device used for doors. It replaces the
fixed strike often used with a latch bar. Like a fixed strike, it normally presents a
ramped surface to the latch bar allowing the door to close and latch just like a fixed
strike would. However, anelectric strike's ramped surface can, upon command, pivot
out of the way of the latch bar allowing the door to be pushed open without any
operation of the knob.
Electric strikes generally comein two basicconfigurations:
• Fail-secure. Also called Fail-locked. In this configuration, applying
electrical current to the strike will cause it to open. In this configuration,
the strike would remain locked in a power failure, but typically the knob
can still be used to open the door from the inside.
• Fail-safe. Also called Fail-open. In this configuration, applying electrical
current to the strike will cause it to lock. In this configuration, it operates
the same as a magnetic lock would. If there is a power failure, the door
would openmerely by beingpushed/pulled open.
Electric strikes are sometimes equipped with buzzers which allow someone
outside the door to hear whenthe door is open. The buzzingnoise is typically simply
a result of applying AC current to the strike instead of DC. [7]
2.4 Object Detection Circuit
2.4.1 Infrared object/motion detection
Infrared systemhas two devices: activeand passive.
Active Infrared Devices
Active devices that use infrared technology have an infrared diode, which
constantly or periodically emit infrared waves. Concurrently there is a receiver,
which monitors the reflected wave levels .The absence of a reflected wave or a
change in its properties (wavelength or amplitude) will indicate to the receiver that
something has changed inthe detection zone. Inthe case ofa door sensor this change
will cause a relay to trip.
Passive Infrared Devices
Passive Infrared devices monitor a certain area for the presence of infrared rays,
which are emitted by humans in the form of body heat.
Figure 2 Infrared object detection.
2.4.2 Ultrasonic object/motion detection
Ultrasonic devices constantly emit inaudible sound waves. At the same time
the device is scanning for reflected waves, which are reflected at a preset speed. The
speed corresponds to theheight ofthe door and if a faster reflected wave is detected it
indicates that something or someone has entered the monitored space. This triggers
the door to open.
Figure 3 Ultrasonic object/motion detection
Figure 4, shows an example of the ultrasonic motion or object detection circuit. The
circuit is quite complex than infrared circuit, but it is morereliable.
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"The IC Ul is a 555 timer in stable configuration to oscillate at 40 KHz.
Instead ofusing exact values for the two resistors that is placed between pin 6 and 7,
a 10K ohm potentiometer (VR1) was used. This also allows for some fine tuning of
the output frequency. The output (pin 3) is then attached to a 40 KHz ultrasonic
transmitter (UTR1).
The receiving circuit is a dual LM358N (U2) op-amp. An ultrasonic receiver
(UTR2) is connected to pin 3, the non-inverting input of U2a which is a non-
inverting amplifier with a gain of 220. The output of U2a is put through a low pass
filter viaDl, C3 and R4to produce a some what stable DC voltage. This DC voltage
is fed into thenon-inverting inputof U2b configured as a non-inverting comparator.
Sensitivity ofU2b is controlled by VR2 toset the threshold trigger value. The output
of U2b is connected through R5 to the base of a bipolar 2N2222 transistor (Ql)
acting as an inverter with a LED (LED1) to indicate if an obstacle has been detected.
Finally, the collector of Ql goes to the output" [8]
2.4.3 Touch sensor switch.
A touch switch is a switch that is turned on and off by touching a wire
contact, (i.e. 2 metal plates) instead of flicking a lever like a regular switch. Touch
switches have no mechanical parts to wear out, so they last longer than regular
switches. Touch switches can be used in places where regular switches would not
last, such as wet or very dusty areas. Examples of touch switch circuit diagram as
Figure 5. [9]
Figure 5 Touch switch circuit.
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2.5 Theory of the Project
From the literature reviews done, the voice activated system theory applied,
will be the basic theory of the voice/ speech recognition to detect the code words.
Most common voice/speech recognition found in the market uses the Voice Direct
364 and Speech Recognition Kit (SR-07) using of HM2007 speech recognition IC.
List of advantages and disadvantages of the voice/speech recognition system was
done to choose which system is better for the system design. The differences and
evaluations were based on the elements listed in Appendix D. SR-07. Voice Direct
364 is better than speech recognition in terms of cost and sizing, but the speech
recognition SR-07 is better in terms of features, memory, specification, recognition
style and applications. Thus, the speech recognition SR-07 is more applicable and
reliable for designing the voice activated door.
Open/close door operation, consists of mechanical parts and electrical parts.
The electrical part is the motor control circuit and mechanical part is the door
movement mechanism. Several circuit designs can be used to control the motor
direction to move the door. i.e. H-bridge (half-bridge transistor) motorcontrol circuit
and DC motor reversing control circuit using relays. DC motor reversing control
circuit was chosen for this system since it is more simple, approach than H-bridge
which uses transistor. The basic concept locking system of door operation is similar
to the electrical automatic door using electric strike and magnetic switch for locking
purpose.
As for the object/motion detection, three most popular sensors are applicable
for the system. There are ultrasonic object detection, infrared sensor and touch switch
sensors. Fromthese three sensors, touchswitches sensorcan be used in places where
regular switches would not last, such as wet or very dusty areas. Thus the touch
switch sensor theory; contacts of two metals, is more reliable to be applied for the





3.1 General Project Methodology











The project started with some research and literature review related to the
voice activated door system. The readings made guided the author to analyze the
suitable alternatives and theory for designing the voice activated system, door
operational system controller and object detection system. Next stage, circuit design
and simulation were donefor the system to workby using the Multisim7 (EWB) and
PSPICE software. For the door operation mechanism design, AutoCAD was used in
designing suitable approach for the system.
Testing and troubleshooting of the circuit were done by soldering the
components circuit to the breadboard and Vera board and testing the circuit
functionality one by one before connecting it together to troubleshoot and testing the
whole system process for smooth operation. The final touch up of the project was
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building a miniature model with the operation mechanism. The compatibility of the
electrical and mechanical part of the system designed was checked and troubleshoots.
(Referto Appendix B and C for the Gantt chart).
3.2 Project Work
Figure 7, shows the summary of the Voice Activated Door System project work





























































and electric strike to
the miniature door
Result
Figure7 Block Diagram of ProjectWork
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3.2.1 Voice/Speech Recognition
The SR-07 speech recognition kit consists ofHM2007 chip; which isa CMOS
voice recognition large scale integration (LSI) circuit. The chip contains analog front
end, voice analysis, regulation, and system control functions. The chip can recognize
either the .96 second in a word length (40 word vocabulary) or the 1.92 second in a
word length (20 word vocabulary) that need to betrained first to responds accurately
for speaker dependent type. For speaker independent type, the speech recognition
only responds to words regardless of who speaks. The chip is connected to 8K X 8
static RAM that function as memory store. Refer Appendix E for the speech
recognition kit (SR-07)board.
HM2007P
















Figure 9 SR-07 kitschematic diagram.[ll]
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The keypad and display board are used to communicate and program the
HM2007 CMOS chip. Refer Appendix F for Datasheet of HM2007. The microphone
is plug to the microphone jack in position about 1" away from mouth. When the
circuit is turned on, "00" is displayed in the digital display and the LED (READY) is
ON (lit) and the circuit waits for a command. The HM2007 chip needs to be trained
and programmed first with the words that as command/password used for activating
the system. By following the manual [11], the chip was trained to recognize the
command words.
Train instruction.
"1" is pressed (display shows "01"and LED turns off) onthekeypad, then the
TRN (Train) key is pressed (LED turnon)to place circuit in training mode, for word
one. The target word said into the microphone clearly. The LED blinking OFF then
ON when the circuit accepts ten signal input. The word is then identified as the"01"
word. If LED did not flash, start over by pressing "1" and then "TRN" key.
To continue training new words in the circuits, press "2" then TRN to train
second word and so on. The circuit will accept and recognized 20-40 words
depending on the circuit setting. For this system, the circuit is set to recognize 20
words (each with length of 1.92 seconds) by placing jumperwire on the two-pin WD
header.
To test the words trained, repeat a trained word into the microphone. The
number of words will be displayed on digital display if it recognizes the word.
The chip provides error code:
55 = word to long 66 = word to short 77 = no match
Clearing Memory. Changing WordsandErasing Words.
To erase all words in memory "99" is press and then "CLR" (Clear). The numbers
will quickly scroll by on the digital display as the memory erased. The trained words
can be changed by overwriting the original word by simply pressing the desired key
of the specific words. If it is to be erased without replacing the word with another
word press the word number then press "CLR".
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Interface circuitfor Speech Recognition Kit(SR-07)
The interface circuit is connected to the 10 pin Right Angle interface header
on the circuit boards. This header is also used for connecting the digital display board
for training command word and testing the main board. The interface circuit is
consisting of 4028, BCD to decimal decoder IC that has ten output lines that
correspond to the respective word store number. The corresponding line number of
the 4028 will behigh and will be connected to the NPN transistor and simple relay, to
control the DC motor control circuit to move forward. The interface circuit is adapted
from the example of the SR-07 kit manual and modified by adding timer circuit to
control the door operation time between the NPN transistor and DPDT relay. It is to
ensure the door operation reach fully open position by setting the timer circuit
according to the time taken.
The timer circuit output of the interface circuit is connected by replacing the
stop switch with the normally close (NC) and common (C) relay contact which is
parallel to the NC and common relay contact of the touch sensor circuit. For the
normally open (NO) contact, it is connected to the forward switch DC motor control
circuit.
The motor stops according to the time set for the interface circuit to
maintain its high output state before de-energized the relay. The time is set about,
5.17 seconds based on the calculation below:
T-1.1R1C1 (1)
Where; Rl - lOkohm CI =470uF
The time will change according to the door movement required for the door to fully
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Figure 11 Interface Circuit Design.
3.2.2 Touch switch sensor.
Figure 12is the adapted circuit from Kit 137, Touch switch [12]. This kit uses
12V relay to do theswitching once the plate being touch or energized.
Figure 12 Kit 137,Touch Switch Schematic Diagram.
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Table 1 List component of Kit 137,Touch switchcircuit.
Components Value/Type Unit







Electrolytic CI : 470uF
Ceramic, C2 : lOOpf
2
Transistor Q1,BC 548 (NPN type) 1
IC Timer, LM555 1
Powers supply 12 V 1
The used touch plate is about 30 cm length x 2 cmwidth. The touch sensor
is constructed to the Vera board. Each wiring continuity of all components were
checked to ensure correct connectivity. The touch sensor connects to the DC motor
control circuit by replacing the reverse switch with the NO and C relay contact. The
timer circuit output of the touch sensor is connected by replacing the stop switch with
the NC and common relay contact. The motor stops according to the time set for the
touch sensor to activate. For this troubieshoot, the time is set about, 5.17 seconds






The time will change according to the door movement required for the door to fully
close when the gear is attached. The circuit was constructed according to the
schematic in Figure 12.
3.2.3 DC Motor Control Circuit
The type of DC motor used is 12V DC gearbox combination brushed nylon
geared with rated load speed 60rpm and rated load torque 300mNm. The DC motor
reversing circuit adapted from Andy Collinson, DC Motor Reversing Circuit [5] as
shown inFigure 13, for controlling the movement ofthe motor. This circuit works by
relay contact that will activate the motor direction. Relays control forward, stop and
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reverse action, and the motor cannot be switched from forward to reverse unless the
stop switch is pressed first. Table 2 shows the list of components needed in the
circuit, The circuit was constructed to the Vera board. Each wiring of all components
continuity werechecked to ensure it was connected correctly.
Table 2 Listof component for DC motor reversing circuit.




















C1 /-^ C2 I
Figure 13 DC motor reversing circuit.
3.2.4 Min iature Door
The miniature door model was fabricated based on common door model
design. It is 1ft 8 inch in length x 1ft 2 in inch width. Several design of door
controlling unit can be used to control the close / open door operation mechanism.
One of it is by using DC motor, gear and door linkage. The mechanism operation
design was done by using the AutoCAD. There are two designs for the door control
20






Figure 14 Rack and pinion System.
Fromthe comparison made, the rackand pinion system, was chosen since
it is more reliable and easy to fabricate and to install thanthe screw system. Rack
and pinion system is gear system for linear motion. The gear was fabricated using
the Wire Cut Machine that being programmed to cut the gear by following the
specification of the gear. The specification [13] is;
For Pinion Gear:
Module [M] = pitch diameter/ no. of teeth (2)
= 24mm/12
-2
No.ofteeth[N] = 12 (3)
Pressure angle = 20° (4)
For Rack Gear:
Module [M] = length of the rack/ no. of teeth (5)
= 126mm/63
-2
No. of teeth [N] = 63
Pressure angle = 20°
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The specification is found by assuming first the pitch diameter is 24mm, and
number of teeth 12, which gives the module equal to 2.The pressure angle, is chosen
to be 20 ° since most gear are standardized to be at 20 ° and 25 ° The rack gear
specification must be the same in module and pressure angle. The length of the rack
is determined bycalculating the distances needed to move thedoor forfully openand
closes. By using the Theorem Pythagoras, the distance should be about 502.8943mm.
To minimize the length so that the rack will not be too long the distance is scaled to




Scale 1:4 = 126mm: 503mm
X2- 355.60mm
Figure 15 Rack and Pinion Gear.
For the miniature door automated locking system, electric strike cylindrical
lock is used. Electric Strike is mounted into the door frame. It will capture the latch
portion of the cylindrical lock mounted to the door. When power is applied (speech
recognition recognized the command word), the throat of the strike opens releasing
the latch of the lock. For the cylindrical and electric strike installation, the manual in
Appendix H is being referred. The system used Fail Secure mode means, when
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power fails (is off), the door is locked. The electric strike consists of solenoid, the
"motor" that drives an electric strike. When activated, the solenoid moves the keeper.
Keeper is the "jaw"; this moving partof the strike opens or closes when the strike is
activated. When open, the lock latch is allowed to pass from the electric strike,




This system consisted of 3main parts: 1) Voice/speech recognition, 2) Door control
operation and 3) Object/motion detection circuit.
4.1 Voice/speech Recognition
The HM2007 can be run in either manual mode or Central Processing Unit
(CPU) mode. For manual mode, a keypad is used to control the operation of voice
recognition board. For instance, to record a command to be recognized in a specific
memory slot, the user will press a 2-digit number, which is the command identifier,
on the keypad and then press the 'train' button. To clear a command, the user will
press the command identifier and then press the 'clear' button. In this case, the K-bus
and S-bus of the voice chip were used as inputs to accept the input from the keypad
and the D-bus are used as outputs to the microprocessor. The D-bus output, 'Word
AB\ isthe binary form ofthe memory identifier. The first four bits represent the first
digit, while the last four represent the last digit. An illustration ofthe D-bus output is
shown in Table 3 [10].
Table 3 Content of D-bus Output.
-."•.D7.-": .• D*3''-.' •.-'•D5\-' "•.••'•D4 ' : D.3. • •".-'.'•02\. ,'"D1".: • .'.DGv- .'-."Descnptioft.'- ."
• • --0--'.••"- • 'Q'v'' -':" &••'• •'.-."•"o •'•".-' • O.-'. .••••"".G •"."'.• •';"•.-0" •'-.•" " -G;-' . •Pov^rQn.' "• .
'.
<:•• •:••' '.'-."'$-'••". ,'.-'\WQfd-'AB/-;\-
••"• ;.o.-- • i ••"• '."".'-'•G>'.-. •-". .'•"!•'•.": • '-'i ••"•. •• o;- : -i.''' '• ••Voice Too Lpng\
G .1 •••'." ••! •" '• '•".-'0-.'--"' -'.".a \ '••' i' • '. "t-'' • "Q. • "Voice" T6d.Short'.-
•"•••rj-v. ••.••"X ••"•. •:•;. \- i • • •:q.'i.'-" . • ••'"'- ". .••'•.! ••'.•". .•" -4 •'.••; "No Match."..'
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In recognition mode, the chip compares the user input analog signal from the
microphone with those stored in the SRAM. If it recognizes acommand, an output of
the command identifier will be sent to the microprocessor through the DO to D7 ports
ofthe chip. Whenever recording and recognition process is successful, the ready pin
on the chip will be set to low and then back to high. An LED is placed in the ready
pin to notify the user ofasuccessful operation.
In this system, when the main circuit is switch ON the SR-07 circuit is
constantly listening for commands using the microphone that is attached to the PCB
mount microphone jack on the circuit board. Once a programmed command /
password is recognized by the circuit the HM2007 sends the serial signal to the
interface circuit to activate the DC motor control circuit to move forward. Refer to
Appendix I for interface circuit prototype.
In testing the SR-07 kit, accuracy and consistency are huge concern because
of the way the HM2007 functions. In order for avoice to be recognized, it almost has
to be said in the exact tone, pronunciation and at the same distance away from the
microphone as the original recording. When the chip was tested, this proved to be a
very complicated task and accuracy and consistency were major problems. To
overcome this problem, the trained voice was recorded to achieve the accuracy of
detection. The result is better than using unrecorded voice. Table 4 show the possible
combination ofthe serial signal get with different signal ofvoice trained.





D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 Dl DO
Power ON 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00
Open (Test 1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 01
Open (Test 2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 04
Open (Test 3) 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 06
Word too long 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 55
Word too short 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 66
Not match 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 77
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4.2 Object/Motion Detection
4.2.1 Touch switch sensor.
When the power is supplied, current flows through Rl and charges CI until
the voltage across CI equals one third of the supply voltage, which is 4V. Pins 1 and
7 are shorted together by an internal resistor in the 555 so current flows through Rl to
ground. Nothing happens until the IC is triggered. This is done by putting a low
voltage inputon pin 2, the trigger input. When this happens an internal resistor turns
off and the current flow from pin 7 to pin 1 is stopped. This causes CI to charge. At
the same time the voltage at the output of pin 3 which had been at zero rises quickly
to 9V. This is the beginning of the output pulse.
Charging of C2 continues until it reaches two-thirds ofthe supply voltage, 8V.
As soon as it reaches 8Vtwo things happen: Theoutputvoltage on pin 3 drops almost
instantly to zero ending the pulse. Secondly, the internal transistor turns back on and
the path between pins 1 and 7 opens up again. CI is rapidly discharged back to one
third of the supply voltage. Then the internal transistor turns off and the timer is ready
to be triggered again. The trigger input, pin 2, isnormally held at thepositive voltage
input by the internal circuit inthe 555. It is connected to the input ofa very sensitive
comparator which triggers the timer when its voltage is brought below one-third of
the supply voltage.
The touch plate material is copper plated board. Once the copper plate is
touched, it will induced the mains-supply frequency which alternate the 50 Hz or 60
Hz. Touching the plate with a finger is enough to cause the timer to be triggered.
Now when this happens and pin 3 goes high, the transistor Ql is turned on. Current
flows through Ql and causes current to flow through the relay and produce output
12V which will activate the motor to move reverse which perform the closing
operation of the door. The motor will stop according to the time set for the touch
sensor to activate, which is 5.17 seconds, whenthe door is in fully close position. Pin
2 is very sensitive, so to reduce its sensitivity to electromagnetic interference C2 has
been connected between it and the positive rail [12]. Refer Appendix J for touch
switchoperationfor sensingcondition.
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4.3 Door Control Operation
4.3.1 DC Motor Control Circuit
As the power supply is ON and command word detected, the output from the
interface circuit, from the NO contact of the relay will give 12V to the forward
switch, which energize relay A/2 and then will activate the forward operation ofthe
circuit as Relay C/2 isNC contact. The output from the NC contact ofthe relay ofthe
timer circuit is connected parallel to the stop switch. Once the timer is offafter 5.17
seconds, the motor will stop as Relay D/l energized, and the door is fully open. When
the person touches the touch plate, the touch sensor circuit operates and gave 12 V
output, voltage that will energize Relay B/2 and Relay C/2. The reverse part of the
motor control circuit operates. After 5.17 second, the door is fully close; NC contact
of the relay connected to the output timer will activate and energized Relay D. As
Relay D energizes, its contact Dl breaks power to relay B/2, which in turn breaks
power to relay C/2 via the NO contact ofBl and ofcourse the motor will stop. The
capacitor across relay Dis there to make sure that relay Dwill operate at least longer
than the time relays A, B and C take to release. Refer Appendix K for DC motor
control circuit board
The motor control circuit fiinctions as required after several reconstructions
and troubleshooting. A modification of the circuit was made, by connected the NC
CI and NC C2 of the relay to ground. The circuit functions well according to its
operation.
4.3.2 Miniature Door
The operation started when code words recognize by the speech recognition, it
will produce electric strike to the striker that locked the door. The throat ofthe strike
opens releasing the latch ofthe lock. At the same time, the Relay A/2 NO contact will
close and the motor forward part will activate which move the motor forward. The
motor is attached with gear and door linkage. The gears attached to the motor will
move, which made another gear that is attached to the door linkage move. When the
motor moves forward, the gears attached to the motor will move reverse. Thus, the
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door will open. Thetimer switch will cut off, Relay D/l NC activates and motor will
stop moving once the door reaches it fully open position.
Once a person step on the touch plate, the Relay B/2 will NO then will
activate the motor reverse part. Once the motor reverses, the gear will move forward
which then will close the door until it reached its fully close position. Then the timer
switch will cut off, Relay D/l NC activates and the motor will stop. The door
automatically closes as the throat of the strike closes. Refer to Figure 14 for the
system design. The door moves in one direction only, which means if the person is
outside (coming in) the room, the door swings outwards when opened, and if the
person is inside the room (coming out) the door swings towards when opened.
Appendix L showsthe miniaturedoor model.






















Figure 17 Overall system design (Prototype)
Basically, the overall design system is the same both prototype and actual
design. For actual design, transformer is needed when using power supply from main
source. The transformer will step down the voltage supply from 240VAC to 12 VDC
using rectifier circuit to supply source to the control circuit that needs 12VDC and 5
VDC by using regulator to vary the voltage input for each circuit. Refer to Appendix
M for theoverall circuitry of the system design.
For safety, the door system designed uses the fail-secure operation mode of
the electric door strike. Inthe fail secure mode, a loss of power leaves the door strike
in the locked condition. This mode can avoid the door from being opened by
unauthorized person. This automatic door also can be opened and closed manually by
key only ifthere is no electricity or ifthe system breakdown. The manual operation is
the same as non-automated door operation, since the system use common cylindrical
locked that iscommonly used for housing or room door. Refer to Appendix Nfor the
overall system model.
The resulting voice activated door system designed consisted of three mains
parts:
1) Voice/speech recognition- recognize input sound.
2) Door control operation - consists of electrical and mechanical parts for
locking and open/close operation.
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3) Object detection (Touch switch) - to detect object enters the room, in order
to automatically close the door. Refer to the Appendix O for the block
diagram ofthe voice activated door system design.
4.5 Tools
The tools used in this project are microphone to give signal input to the speech
recognition system, control circuit for the door (open/close operation), as well a as
software for circuit simulation process. The hardware tools, are gear set (Rack and
Pinion), 12 VDC motor, door linkage, and touch plate as the touch sensor.
4.6 Cost
The cost for the whole system of the voice activated door is estimated to be
around RM 835. This includes the speech recognition kit, the door model, the door
control operation, and the touch switch circuit for the object or motion detector.
Table 5 List of parts and equipment/circuitry
Parts Circuitry / Equipment Quantity Cost(RM)
Door control
Circuit




















The voice activated door system designed is controlled by speech recognition kit
that consist of HM2007 chip that had been programmed with the trained command
word ("Open") to open the door. The door operation is controlled by the DC motor
control circuit connected with timer to ensure the door is operating at its fully open
and close condition. Touch plate is the device that activates the door operation
automatically closes once the person enters and steps on the touch plate. Electric
strike and cylindrical lock attached to the doorareperformed by automatic door lock
system when power is supplied. If power failure occurs, the door can be opened and
close manually by key.
The voice activated door system produced is low in cost, simple and importantly
capable in helping the disable people. It also enhances the security system of a house,
or office. As for industrial, security of warehouse also can be protected using this
system.
Recommendations, for the purpose of safety, the designed door should not be
opened manually while there is electricity. In other words, the door cannot be opened
manually unless there is an electricity problem or system breakdowns. A door alarm
canbe attached withthe magnetic switch in order to detect the door when it is opened
manually. The system designed also, can be opened manually by authorized person, if
in case of chip is not functioning. As recommendation, each user must have a spare
key to help them open the door if facing this situation. Another recommendation, the
motor torque should suit the door torque and weight so that it is sufficient enough to
drive the door (pull/push) open/close.
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SPEECH RECOGNITION KITS (SR-07)








HM2007isa single chip CMOS voice recognition LSI circuit with the on-chip analog front end,
voice analysis, recognition process and system control functions. A 40 isolated-word voice
recognition system can be composed ofexternal microphone, keyboard. 64K SRAM and some
other components. Combined with the microprocessor, an intellengeat recognition systemcan
be built.
FEATURES
*Single chip voice recognition CMOS LSI,
• Speaker-fj^peudent isolates-word recognition system.
} ♦ J£xfenftT64IC.£RAM can beconnected directly.
* Maximums words caii be recognized for one chip,
• Maximum 1.92 sec of word can be recognized.
• Mulriple-crap configuration is possible.
• A microphone can be connected direcrjy.
* Two control mode is supported; Manual mode and CPU mode.
* Response time : less than 300 ms.
• 5V single power supply.
* 48-pin PDIP, 51 pm PLCC, 48 pad bare chip.
i'i f-
•' l. C-^S'ii"
Images Company is not responsible for the
accuracy of the information or the schematics






X2L 2 47 3 Vt>D
XI C 3 46 3 MTCE*
SIC 4 45 3 LINE
S2C 3 44 3 VREF
S3C 6 43 3 D7
KPYC ? 42 3 D6
KIC 8 41 3 D5
K2C 9 40 3 D4
K3C 10 39 3 D3
K4C 11 38 3 D2
TESTC 12 37 3 Dl
WLEKC 13 56 3 DO
CPUMC H 35 3 MR/MW
WAITC 15 34 3 ME
DENC 16 33 3 NC
SAOC 17 32 3 NC
SA1C 18 31 3 3A12
SA2C 19 30 3 SA11
SA3C 20 29 3 SAIQ
SA4C 21 28 3 SA9
SA5C •^ 27 3 SA8
SA6C 23 26 3 OND
SA7C 24 25 3 VDD
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44 48 I Thevoltage reference input of internal ADC. Supply the
reference voltage of the internal A/D convener.
45 49 O For testing only.
46 50 I Microphone connect pin. A microphone shouldbe con
nected via a coupling capacitor and resistor.
47 51 Positive powersupply.
4S 52 Analog Ground
1 1 Negative powersupply.
2.3 2,3 I Crystal connect pin. A3.58 MHz crystal isconnected to
these pin.
4,5 4,5 I/O Keypad scaningpin for manual mode and the read/write
6 6 control Pins in the CPU mode,
7 o 0 Voice inputready indicator. Active iow output.When
HM20Q7 is readyfor tie voice input in trainingor recogni
tionmode,a lowsignal is sentlf thechip is busy,a high
signal is sent.
8-11 9-i2 I/O The keypad input pinin the manual mode and thebidirec
tional data bus (K-bus)in thz CPU mode.
In themanualmode, the four pins combinedwith SI to S3
form thekeypad scaningcircuit. Maximum 12keyscan be
scanned. In the CPU mode, the data bus direction is deter
minedby the S2and S3,A high level signal that appears in
the pin S2 will place the content of internal registeronto to
the data bus.(K-bus).
Thedata may becomefrom thestatus registeror the output
buffer whichisselectedby thepinSL IfSl is high, output
buffer is selected, otherwise, the status register is selected.
A high level signal that appears in the pin S3 will place the
conientof JC-busimo the input register. Note that user can
not place high levelsignal on S2 and S3 simultaneously.
12 13 I "IT:test mode. '"L":Norrnux mode.
13 14 1 Word length .select pin.
Selecting die voice length to be recognized. When set to
high, 1.92 sec is selected. Internally pull low for 0.9 sec
is selected. Note that when 1.92 sec is seiected.only 20
words maximum can be recognized if XK-bvie memory
is used.
14 15 I CPU mode sciea pin.
Internally pull Inw for mai-iut mode.
When sci to rm:h.CPU mode os selcc-ioo.































Waiting control input. Active low input.
When this pin is set to "L" and manual mode is selected,
HM2007 will enter the waiting srareand do not accept voice
input until this pin back to "H". For CPU mode, when
HM2007 is ready to get voice input, if this pin is set to "L",
HM2007 will skip the voice input process and enter the gct-
command process-
Data enable signal.
When the recognition or training process is complete, the
chip will place its response on thedatabus DO to D7 and
which can be latched onto external devices by this pin.
External memory address bus.




Memory enable pin. Active tow output.
This pin will send the memory enable signal to theexternal
SRAM. This pin em be connected directly to the CE pin
of 6264 SRAM.
Memory read/write select pin.
Rea&'write control signal of the external SRAM. This pin
can be connected direcdy to the R/W pin of 6264 SRAM.
External memory data bus(D-bus).
The bus is used as an external memory I/O bus when ME
pin is active and us<:d ru> output response bus when DEN
pin h active.
FUNCTION DESCRIPTIONS
There are two operation mode which are provided by HM2007.
A). Manual mode.
In this operation mode, a keypad, a SRAM and oihcr components may be connected to
HM2007 to build a sample recognition sy:'.:cm fSee application circuity




When the power is OD.HM2007 willStan itsinitialization process. If WAIT pin is "L\
HM2007 will do the memory check to see whether the external SKbyte SRAM is
perfect or not
If WATT pin is "H", HM2007 will skip the memorycheck process
Afterthe initial process is done, HM2007 will then moveinto reeogirion mode.
b)T Recognition Mode.
i). WATT pin "H**
In this mode, the RDY is set to low and HM2007 is ready to accept the voice input to
be recognized.
When the voiceinputis detected, theRDY willreturn tohighandHM2007 begins its
recognition processit is recommended thatuser train the word pattern before the
begicning of therecognition operation, otherwise the result will beunpredictable.
Afar the recognition process is completely, the result will appear on the D-bus with
the pin DEN active.
Table 1 shows the list of the output content.
The data on the data bus is a decimal code in binary format.
1 D7 D6 D5 D4: D3 D2 Dl DO Description









1 Voice too long
0 I 0
J
0 i 1 0 Voice too short
0 1 i I) 1 1 1 Not Match i
Tabic 1 : Content of the D-bus output.
Note 1 : A is the binary code in the range0 to 4, and B is thebinary code in die range 0
to 9.
Note 2 ; If WEEN is high, the maximum word length is 1.92 sec.
ii).WAJT pin ~L"
In this mode, no voice input is accepted until WAIT pin back to "H" state,
c). Training or clearing one pattern
Twooperation arc included during this rime, 1) clearing trained panem and 2)-train:ns
new pa::em.
To clear or era hi mo voice pattern, one must select die word number :o process tirst. The
number of word i*. composed of two digits. The two digits are entered into HM2007
through I^evpad one tiicit a dme. If more than two digits are entered, oniy the last two




When the word number is entered, press the function key to choose the operation
function. If function key CLR is pressed, the corresponding word pattern will becleared
and then HM2Q07 will return its recognition mode. If the function key TRN is pressed,
HM2007will beginits trainingproccss.Atthe besinningoftrairang process,ifWATT pin
is "H", HM2007 will send a low level signal to RDY to indicate that HM2007 is ready
to acceptvoice input.IfWATT pinis "L", no voice input will bedetecteduntil WATT pin
back so "H". After available voice input to HM2GQ7, HM2007 will return to its
recognition modeand send alowlevel signal toRDY toindicate that HM2007 is ready
for voice input to do the recognition process.
Forexample.
2 4 TRN —*• training the 24th pattern,
0 1 CLR -4 clearing the first pattern,
13 2 6 TRN -+ training the 26th pattern,
d). Clear all pattern.
If the number key 99 is entered and the CLR is pressed, all the patterns w the memory
will be cleared by HM2007.
B). CPU control mode.
The CPU mode provides several functions: RECGG, TRAIN, RESULT. UPLOAD,
DOWNLOAD, RESET and which will be described later. In this mode, the K-bus is used
as a bidirectional data bus between the external controller and HM2007 and S1 to S3 as the
R/W control pins.'
Table 2 is die summary of the CPU commandThe command contains two parts. 1>. the
















B3B2B1 BO ; 0 0B5B4
B3B2B1 BO 0 0B5B4
B3 B2 Bl BO 0 0B5B4
Table 2- Command for CPU mode-
There- arc three registers in HM2007. one input buffer register, one status register and one
output buffer register. The first is a write-only register and the last two are rcad-only
registrTS. If SI pin is high, the data read from the K-bus will come from the output butfer
register. If SI pin is low. die data read from the K-bus will come from die status register. S2
and S3 are R/W control signals. If S2 is high, it's in a rend cycle and the eternal controller
can read data farm the K-bus. If S3 is hi^h, if? in a write cycle and eMcrr.al controller can
write dam into the input buffer. Note that 52 and S3 can not be high simultancouslv and the
stare of S I will be ignored during a write cycle.
The s:am «i register us shown, rcilect theeurren; stuiu^.f ElM!^f)07 iz: ±z CPL' con:rol mode.




x i x sti sto swtuc: fej^tr-
STl ST0 Operating state:
0 1 Ready to get voice input
1 0 Ready to get command.
11 I. The first nibble of the outpucdata is available on
the output buffer during a read cycle.
2. HM2007 is ready to get first nibble of the input
data during a write cycle,
0 0 1. The second nibble of the output data is available
on the output buffer during a read cycle.
2. HM2007 is ready toget second nibble of the input
daia during a write cycle.
a). Power on
When power is on, the chip will perform its initialization process, the same as manual
mode and then make the status register to be (10) to wait the external command,
b). Recognition
When HM2007 receives the comrnand RECOG, the chip will begin its recognition
process. The external device can be polling the status flag to monitor the operation state
of HM2007. When the operation state is changed to (01). and WAITpin is "L", HM20O7
will back to theoperation state(10)and then ready for receiveanother command. When
the operationstate ischange to (01) andWATT pin is "H". it is ready to getvoice input and
then do the recognition process. When the operation state is changed back to (10)again.
then the recognition process iscompleted and HM2007 is ready togel anothercommand
The programming flow chart is shown in Fig. I.
c). Resulting
After recognition, the recognition result is ready in the buffer. The external device can
• send the RESULT command to obtain the recognition result-When the data in the buffer
has been read die operation state will be turned back (10) and waiting for another
command.
When the RESULT command Is sent, four continuous read actions must be done by the
external device to get the result sent byHM20O7.The result contains two parts, each pans
needs two read actions. The first pare is the word number) 85-BOi and the second part is
the matching score (V7-V0).
Table 5 show-, the output format of the result and the programming control flow chart
:;S shown in V'.l 2.
1st read ; 2nd read ! 3rd read
HM2007
SPEECH RECOGNITION
4th read 1 Result
B3B2B1BO: 00B5B4 V3V2V1V0! V7 V6 V5 V4 ! Word ff and Score.
Table 3.
d). Training Pattern
When HM2007 receives the command code TRAIN, the chip needs two more words to
specify thenumberof pattern to be traincd.Thc firstword is the low4 bitof theword
number and die second word is the high 2 bits of the word number.
If the numberof the pattern is validandWATTpinis "H". HM2007 will begin its training
process for thecorresponding word. If WAITis "L'\ HM2007 will skip the training
process. After the trainingprocess, theoperation statewillchange backto(10)andwait
for next command. Fig 3 shows the control flow of the training process.
e). Upload partem
When HM2007 receives the command code UPLOAD ,the chip needs two more words
to specify the number of pattern to be uploaded.Thefirst word is the low 4 bits of the
word number and the second word is the high 2 bits of the word number.
In the uploading process,HM2007 will send thepattern length first in twowords(Iow 4
bits first, then high 4 bits), and then thedata of thepattern frame by frameandeach frame
is consisted of eight words (4 bits). Fig 4 shows the control flow chart of the uploading
process,Note thatwhen the external device get thedata which is sentby HM2007, it's
user's responsibility todesignatea memory space to save them, otherwise, thedatawill
be lost and no use of this command,
f). Download pattern
Thedownload pattern process is same as the upload pattern process except that the
direction oi the data flow is reversed- After receiving the DOWNLOAD command and
theword number. HM2007 begin to readdata fromexternal device. The firsttwo words
of the data will be treated as the pattern length and the following data will be stored
aspattern frame by frame. Fig 5 shows the control flow of thedownloading process.
g). Reset
When Resetcommand is received by HM20Q7,ihe chip will clear all the patterns in the
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DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (T=25°C v„ =ov)
7 -IfernV^' *". Sym. Min. Tjp,
Supply Voltage VJt 4 0 ^ 0
Operating Current 1^^ - 6
Output Drive Current lQil 0.5 1.5
Output Sink Current lOL 0.5 1.5
Output Current of RDY C^. 5.0 8.0
Input Leakage Current I.KG 0.1
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in PCB layout artwork.
APPENDIX G














INSTRUCTION MANUAL FOR LOCKING DEVICES
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Figure 20 interface Circuit (with timer circuit).
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APPENDIX K
DC MOTOR CONTROL CIRCUIT








Figure 24 Miniature Door (Open operation)
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APPENDIX M
OVERALL CIRCUITRY OF THE VOICE ACTIVATED SYSTEM
Figure 25 Overall Circuitry ofthe Voice Activated System design.
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APPENDIX N
OVERALL VOICE ACTIVATED SYSTEM DESIGN (MODEL)
Figure 26 Overall Voice Activated System Design (Model)
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APPENDIX O
























Figure 27 Voice Activated DoorSystem BlockDiagram.
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